HELPING TO PROTECT YOUR

Wealth, Family and Values
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Many busy professionals do not have the time to
contact numerous financial experts and get their
questions answered. Do I have the right amount
of insurance and correct coverage? Is my
portfolio adequately diversified? Are my
retirement accounts on track? How do I save for
my child’s college? How do I protect my wealth
and family? If you are a business owner the
financial questions can quickly multiply along
with the persons you need to work with.
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Are all my financial professionals
working together for my benefit?

The answer could be in the concept of wealth
management. As your investments grow, you
may feel your entire life is getting more
complicated. At the same time that your
finances require ever more attention, you may
have become too busy to deal with them, or you
may come to believe that your relationships,
your health and your leisure pursuits are a
better use of your time.
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You may use different professionals to help you
with your life insurance or with property and
casualty insurance. You then work with your
broker on investments and perhaps a lawyer or
CPA to sort through the complex world of taxes
and trusts.

And the final question: are all my financial
professionals working together for my benefit?
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sk two economists what they think about
the economy, and you will get 10 different
responses. Similarly, there are varying answers
to what financial planning is all about. When you
review your monthly bills and statements and
realize how many financial professionals you
work with you can see why.
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Because of these reasons, coupled with the
complexity and sophistication of the financial
field, many eventually decide to select a
professional wealth manager. Such individuals
are often financial advisors who have
specialized in wealth management. What
should you expect from a financial advisor
when it comes to wealth management?
The duty of the wealth manager is to help
connect all the dots and take a holistic
approach to financial planning. The wealth
manager may oversee a variety of
professionals who handle everything from
investments to insurance; from this year's
tax plan to your overall estate plan.

Why is wealth management our focus?

B

eing entrepreneurs and business people
ourselves, Davis Williams Wealth
Management (Davis Williams) understands
the “hot buttons”of business from a financial
and investment standpoint. Taking risks in a
business where you have expertise and
years of experience is different from taking
financial and investment risks in today’s
complex markets and in areas where you
have little or no experience.
Professionally, Davis Williams has taken
advantage of three industry growth trends:
1. Industry-growth:

The wealth manager is an expert at
relationship management. They must lead a
network of professionals that they can call on to
address specific client needs. Further, wealth
managers must be able to work effectively
with clients’ other professional advisors.

Rather than going to several
different financial professionals, the
client can go to a wealth manager
for a streamlined approach.
In addition to your financial goals, your wealth
advisor should also understand your most
important relationships or your values. What is
most important to you other than money?
The client views this as a large benefit. Rather
than going to several different financial
professionals, the client can go to a wealth
manager for a streamlined approach.

The discipline of financial planning itself has
grown and evolved over the past 50 years.
With the advent of computers, advisors
became “independent” as they were able to
find non-Wall Street resources that they
could offer clients. These advisors
eventually evolved into financial planners
and now in the 21st century wealth
management.
2. Wealth management growth:
Financial planning has grown into full-fledged
wealth management over time. Whereas
financial planning started with numerous
assumptions, wealth management begins by
asking the client to define their goals,
objectives and values. The objective is then
to seek ways to configure resources to
support those values.
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The very foundation of wealth management
is the ability to know and understand
clients. To determine clients’ needs, we
attempt to understand the entire financial
picture. This goes far beyond traditional
diversification or asset allocation and into
the personal realm of a client’s most
important values, relationships, goals,
hopes and dreams.

Thus, the most potentially profitable portfolios
are most likely to fluctuate the most in value,
while those with the least risk may tend to be
the least volatile. One may therefore blend
investments using asset classes in such as
way as to provide a portfolio that does not
produce more volatility than that with which
an individual is comfortable.

What Successful People Need to Consider
To implement a plan that adjusts resources to
support values, the wealth advisor may seek
to act as the client’s personal Chief Financial
Officer assisting in virtually every portion of
the individual’s financial life. The consultative
approach of wealth management results in a
deeper understanding of the client’s needs
and a more rewarding relationship between
advisor and client.
3. Investment growth:
While wealth management is indeed
about aligning wealth with values, there
are fundamental technical applications
that differentiate it from other sorts of
financial disciplines. Mostly these have to
do with integration of planning tools and
investment services, both strategic and
psychological.

Position your resources to
support your values, not your
consumption.
Wealth management may be integrated
with the application of Modern Portfolio
Theory, for instance, that holds risk is.
largely a function of volatility over time.

A

s part of our personal and professional
experience, we have gathered
numerous insights from and for successful
business owners and entrepreneurs.
Planning is always important. No matter
how much wealth you may have, it is
important to keep in mind that planning
comes before acquiring, and a desire is not
the same as a necessity. Live modestly
despite wealth. Position your resources to
support your values, not your consumption.
Decisions have consequences. Faced with
a big financial decision? Tempted to put it
off? If you have to suffer the consequences,
you might as well take the responsibility. But
do not try to plan in a vacuum. Share your
thoughts with a trusted wealth manager.
Tune out the “noise.” Wealth is gained
through the application of hard work and
knowledge to specific market niches. TV
and magazines have little or nothing to
contribute to this process. You have reached
a certain level of success. A wealth manager
can help you separate additional critical
steps from pitfalls.
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Take time to plan a tax strategy.
Ongoing tax planning and analysis is an
important part of maximizing "after–tax"
returns. Anticipate significant tax events
such as the sale of a business in advance.
Anticipate estate and trust decisions.
Plan in advance for tax-efficient gifting,
wealth transfer and charitable donations.
Develop overall trust and estate plans
consistent with your wealth.

Being financially prepared and
having a plan in place for these
various stages is key to a
successful retirement.
Consider philanthropy. As a successful
business person you are in a unique
position to donate wisely and well. From
a family standpoint, philanthropy can be
an introduction to adult responsibilities.
Family programs that inform, involve and
educate children can maximize social and
economic benefits.
Manage your success. A closely held
business is often part of entrepreneurial
success, but it may create difficulties if not
managed correctly within a planned
strategy. The monetization of such assets
is part of the wealth management process.

Retirement Rules

M

odern challenges have meant that
retirees increasingly seek out wealth

managers with skills in finance, accounting
legal, and financial planning who are
skilled at aligning with a client’s individual
value system. The skilled wealth manager
will help focus the individual on a whole
gamut of necessary actions.
Retirement and investment needs change
over time. A young person should contribute
as much as possible to retirement savings
while meeting other goals, such as buying a
home or starting a family. An older
individual should discuss with a financial
advisor how to adjust their portfolio, or
when to withdraw money from tax-deferred
retirement accounts such as employersponsored retirement plans and traditional
IRAs.
Retirees and near retirees need to
consider that retirement is a journey
through various stages. These stages can
be identified as follows:
Stage one: The honeymoon years
Age 55 – 75. This period is identified by
travel, volunteering, independence and
following various hobbies. Perhaps a
second career may start. Overall these
are typically the years of high spending
for an enjoyable quality of life.
Stage two: The slowing years
Age 76 – 85. The period is marked by a
reduction in activities and increased
healthcare issues.
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Stage three: The transitional years
Age 86 – 95. The need for high income
drops in comparison to stage one. Heath
care expenses become a dominant issue
to the point of possible assisted living.
82% of couples will have experienced the
death of a spouse.
Stage four: Going solo years
Age 96 plus. 90% of people are unlikely
to live beyond 95. There is a less than
1% chance that both spouses will live
beyond 95. Healthcare costs consume the
majority of retirement income.
Being financially prepared and having a
plan in place for these various stages is
key to a successful retirement. Planning
in advance to address both the funding of
ongoing living expenses and retaining
wealth will greatly increase the probability
of success.

There are many other ways to
approach retirement

O

ne way, and a surprisingly common
one, would be to ignore planning
altogether. This method does not usually
yield predictable income later in life. You
can estimate what is necessary. But the
problem with this approach is that with
market volatility retirees may be forced
into reducing their cash withdrawals in
periods of down markets.

the expense of quality of life. These two
scenarios are generally a result of being
overwhelmed with indecision usually as a
result of too many recommendations from
different sources.

...Finally, there is the WEALTH
MANAGEMENT approach. This
encompasses a plan that aligns
values and financial goals, and
sets a plan to move through the
various stages of retirement.

You can use a rule of thumb approach.
Financial Advisors state not to withdraw
more than 4% per year in retirement from
your investments. Further, they may use
age equations to set your equity
exposure. Example: age 60 equates to
investing 60% of your retirement funds in
fixed income securities. But because of
the risk of inflation and longevity these
methods may not provide enough growth
to provide for the cash withdrawal needs
of the modern retiree.
Finally, there is the WEALTH MANAGEMENT
approach. This encompasses a plan that
aligns values and financial goals, and
sets a plan to move through the various
stages of retirement. Wealth Management
takes an active and deliberate approach
to creating wealth, protecting wealth and
distributing wealth.

Retirees will often overspend early and run
out of money later, or under spend early at
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Once you have established what
values are important to you, it is
time to align your financial goals
with these values.
Future and current retirees who have decided
that it is both prudent and worthwhile to
implement a wealth management approach
will take the time to evaluate their resources
realistically. They will then attempt to
understand how these resources can best
support their goals and values. Once you
have established what values are important to
you, it is time to align your financial goals with
these values.
What goals do you have that require money
to achieve?
•
•
•
•
•

Financial Independence
Travel
A home in a warmer climate
College education for grandchildren
Debt free life

What values can you identify?
• Opportunities for your immediate and
extended family
• Charitable giving
• Volunteering
• Creative fulfillment
• Imparting your wisdom
The reality of retirement planning is that there
is no one size fits all planning solution.
Solutions may range from the very simple to
the highly complex. You need not “go it alone.”
We know the necessity of planning for the

next generation, then implementing that plan.
Our approach confronts the retirement issues
mentioned in this white paper and provides
strategies and planning mentioned as well.
A true wealth management expert will help
you think about and address the following:
• Identify what is important about money to
you... Your values
• Identify what you want to do with your
money... Your goals
• Identify your retirement cash flow needs
• Analyze your current assets and
appropriately adjustment them
• Identify outside risks to your retirement
success
• Identify your risk tolerance
• Structure your assets and cash flow
projections
to meet your goals and support your values

The Process
Discovery: The wealth manager will discuss
your financial values and goals, important
relationships, how your assets are currently
structured, your relationships with current
advisors and how you would ideally like to
work together.
Investment Plan: For many the decision to
change financial advisors is a difficult one.
This meeting will show the value a wealth
manager can add to your situation.
Implementation: This meeting begins the
process of putting the investment plan into
action. A team of experts is then selected to
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address other areas of Wealth Management
(tax and estate planning, insurance needs,
asset protection etc.).
Follow-up: Clarifies the implementation and
changes that have taken place with your
investments and their structure.
Expert Team Suggestions: A solid financial
plan is more than just investments. We
continually meet with the expert team to
discuss their recommendations.

As financial professionals, we
recognize that our clients lead
complex, active lives, and that
their financial needs will change
over time.
Once you are in agreement with the plan
and fully committed to it, the advisor can

monitor its implementation. The advisor can
review it with you on a regular basis to make
sure that the plan remains up to date and in
sync with your lifestyle and personal and
professional needs.

Davis Williams Wealth Management

A

s financial professionals, we recognize
that our clients lead complex, active
lives, and that their financial needs will change
over time. Davis Williams has associates
specializing in everything from investment
advice and retirement planning to a wide
range of insurance products for individuals
and businesses. We function as consultants,
brokers and service representatives to help
solve multiple financial needs.
Davis Williams uses wealth management
strategies because the discipline “fits” with our
own values and helps us realize them most
effectively on behalf of clients as well. Wealth

Wealth Management Consulting Process

DISCOVERY
Gather Data,
Goals and
Values

INVESTMENT
PLAN

MUTUAL
COMMITMENT

Preparation of
investment plan

Confirmation of
commitment

INVESTMENT PLAN
Diagnostic of
current situation,
recommendations
for moving forward,
and details on an
investing approach

FOLLOW-UP
Organization
of account
paperwork and
online access

THE WEALTH
MANAGEMENT PLAN

REGULAR
PROGRESS
UPDATES
Review of
progress and
implementation
of wealth
management
plan

Comprehensive
evaluation of your
financial needs with
recommendations for
moving forward
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management provides us with a way to align
clients’ values with their resources–supporting
what is important to them with the wealth they
have available, not only now but the future.

Davis Williams Wealth
Management is an independently
owned and operated financial
consulting firm...
Since we broker investment and insurance
products from hundreds of financial
companies, we can deliver both objective
information and competitive products. This
provides our clients with control and choice.
Davis Williams Wealth Management is an
independently owned and operated
financial consulting firm that was founded
on the cornerstone of providing clients with
the best available financial advice, products
and customer service. Our business is
based
on
maintaining
professional
independence for the firm while working
towards financial independence for our
clients. We offer a wide array of products
and services available from many different
sources.
Our website, www.DavisWilliams.com,
further provides many topical articles and
useful analytical tools to help with your
financial planning.
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John Williams

has remained accountable to the values he learned while
growing up in a small North Carolina town. As an Eagle Scout, he developed
principles that guide him in serving his clients to this day. His sense of
community fosters his broad understanding of people who become his clients,
who in turn become his friends. John regularly volunteers his time to civic
organizations. He and his wife are also active members of their Weddington,
NC church.

John’s degree in accounting sparked an interest which led to his own business in 1993. He
enjoys helping his clients by interpreting complex financial language and products. By using his
strong analytical skills, he tailors financial products to precisely fit his client’s personal needs.a

Scott Davis is very much the “All- American” guy.

He was born on the 4th
of July, and played pro-baseball after he graduated from Adelphi
University. More importantly, Scott’s personal and business ethics are
grounded in a deep sense of family, religion and duty to his profession. A goaloriented hard worker, Scott was raised in a family-owned entrepreneurial
business atmosphere, and began his own investment accounts at age 16.
This led to a formal education in finance and economics, a string of
professional designations and his own business in 1992. An active member of
the community, Scott frequently volunteers with a wide range of charitable organizations, and
finds time to coach youth athletics too.
His mission is to grow a reputable and successful business by helping his clients maximize their
personal and financial goals.
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1Quantitative Analysis

of Investor Behavior 2008, www.QAIB.com

Securities offered through Securities America, Inc. member FINRA/SIPC – John Williams and
Scott Davis, Registered Representatives. Advisory services offered through Securities America
Advisors, Inc. – John Williams and Scott Davis, Investment Advisor Representatives.
Davis Williams Wealth Management and the Securities America companies are unaffiliated.

Phone 704-542-0628
Phone:
Toll
Free800-473-9797
800-473-9797
www.DavisWilliams.com
Facsimile
704-544-7075
Info@DavisWilliams.com
www.DavisWilliams.com

8832 Blakeney
Blakeney Professional
Professional Dr.
Dr.
8832
Suite 200
200
Suite
Charlotte,
NC 28277
28277
Charlotte, NC

